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HITMAN GO was originally developed in 2010 by IO Interactive
for the PlayStation Portable and released in 2013. IO have

been very active in the Hitman community since this release
and through their feedback have developed some very

awesome updates. Features added to HITMAN GO: Definitive
Edition include: New mission types New Elusive Target contract

New area New mode New S.P.E.C.I.A.L. rating New
customisation options New area variants New dialogue options

New alternate costumes New exits and new events New
weapons New gear items New weapons unlocks So while this
game is free from any DRM restrictions for install, you must
still be careful as there are people on the internet that are

trying to make money off of this free game. Not only that, but
the game may give false error messages that you should be

concerned with. For this reason, we have stuck with the usual
standard game release checklist for our process of unboxing
and repackaging HITMAN GO: Definitive Edition (2016). IO

Interactive have had a remarkable year of development on the
idea of asymmetrical gameplay. This was talked about in terms
of Hitman 2 and the new free to play model. The same concept

exists within HITMAN GO, and we decided the best way to
represent this was to give you a choice of 2 skill based Elusive
Target contracts. To then also offer the option to play as Agent

47, his voice and facial animations have all been revamped.
Finally, IO have updated the graphics and soundtrack of the
game and have made a vast increase on the total number of

NPCs that can be encountered on a single mission. Impressions
of the improvements in the environments has been given in

our New Locations videos on Youtube. All of these factors have
combined to create the definitive edition of HITMAN GO. As a
final part to the package, we also have an audio commentary
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from studio director Mathias Malmros. This commentary is
accompanied by a 192kbps high-quality MP3 file.
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